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Intelligent Virtual World
This book describes recent innovations in 3D media and technologies, with coverage of 3D media capturing,
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processing, encoding, and adaptation, networking aspects for 3D Media, and quality of user experience (QoE).
The main contributions are based on the results of the FP7 European Projects ROMEO, which focus on new
methods for the compression and delivery of 3D multi-view video and spatial audio, as well as the optimization
of networking and compression jointly across the Future Internet (www.ict-romeo.eu). The delivery of 3D media
to individual users remains a highly challenging problem due to the large amount of data involved, diverse
network characteristics and user terminal requirements, as well as the user’s context such as their preferences
and location. As the number of visual views increases, current systems will struggle to meet the demanding
requirements in terms of delivery of constant video quality to both fixed and mobile users. ROMEO will design
and develop hybrid-networking solutions that combine the DVB-T2 and DVB-NGH broadcast access network
technologies together with a QoE aware Peer-to-Peer (P2P) distribution system that operates over wired and
wireless links. Live streaming 3D media needs to be received by collaborating users at the same time or with
imperceptible delay to enable them to watch together while exchanging comments as if they were all in the
same location. The volume provides state-of-the-art information on 3D multi-view video, spatial audio
networking protocols for 3D media, P2P 3D media streaming, and 3D Media delivery across heterogeneous
wireless networks among other topics. Graduate students and professionals in electrical engineering and
computer science with an interest in 3D Future Internet Media will find this volume to be essential reading.

Computer Vision – ACCV 2016 Workshops
The First to Present 3D Technology as Applied to Commercial Programming for the Consumer This is the first
book to provide an overview of the technologies, standards, and infrastructure required to support the rollout
of commercial real-time 3 Dimension Television/3 Dimension Video (3DTV/3DV) services. It reviews the
required standards and technologies that have emerged—or are just emerging—in support of such new
services, with a focus on encoding mechanisms formats and the buildout of the transport infrastructure. While
there is a lot of academic interest in various intrinsic aspects of 3DTV, service providers and consumers
ultimately tend to take a system-level view. 3DTV stakeholders need to consider the overall architectural
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system-level view of what it will take to deploy an infrastructure that is able to reliably and cost-effectively
deliver a commercial-grade quality bundle of multiple 3DTV content channels to paying customers with high
expectations. This text, therefore, takes such a system-level view, revealing how to actually deploy the
technology. Presented in a self-contained, tutorial fashion, the book begins with a review of 3DTV in the
marketplace and the opportunities and challenges therein. Recent industry events related to 3D are also
discussed. From there, the fundamental visual concepts supporting stereographic perception of 3DTV/3DV are
explained, as are encoding approaches. Readers will understand frame mastering and compression for
conventional stereo video (CSV) and more advanced methods such as video plus depth (V+D), multi-view
video plus depth (MV+D), and layered depth video (LDV). Next, the elements of an end-to-end 3DTV system
are covered from a satellite delivery perspective, with explanations of digital video broadcasting (DVB) and
DVB-handheld. Transmission technologies are assessed for terrestrial and IPTV-based architecture; IPv6 is
reviewed in detail. Finally, the book presents 3DTV/3DV standardization and related activities, which are
critical to any type of broad deployment. System planners, the broadcast TV industry, satellite operators,
Internet service providers, terrestrial telecommunication carriers, content developers, design engineers,
venture capitalists, and students and professors are among those stakeholders in these services, and who will
rely on this volume to discover the latest 3D advances, market opportunities, and competing technologies.

3D Television (3DTV) Technology, Systems, and Deployment
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 13th International Workshop
on Digital-Forensics and Watermarking, IWDW 2014, held in Taipei, Taiwan, during October 2014. The 32 full
and 14 poster papers, presented together with 1 keynote speech, were carefully reviewed and selected from
79 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on forensics; watermarking; reversible data
hiding; visual cryptography; and steganography and steganalysis.

Wireless, Networking, Radar, Sensor Array Processing, and Nonlinear Signal Processing
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This book presents the state-of-the-art in visual media coding and transmission Visual Media Coding and
Transmission is an output of VISNET II NoE, which is an EC IST-FP6 collaborative research project by twelve
esteemed institutions from across Europe in the fields of networked audiovisual systems and home platforms.
The authors provide information that will be essential for the future study and development of visual media
communications technologies. The book contains details of video coding principles, which lead to advanced
video coding developments in the form of Scalable Coding, Distributed Video Coding, Non-Normative Video
Coding Tools and Transform Based Multi-View Coding. Having detailed the latest work in Visual Media Coding,
networking aspects of Video Communication is detailed. Various Wireless Channel Models are presented to
form the basis for both link level quality of service (QoS) and cross network transmission of compressed visual
data. Finally, Context-Based Visual Media Content Adaptation is discussed with some examples. Key Features:
Contains the latest advances in this important field covered by VISNET II NoE Addresses the latest multimedia
signal processing and coding algorithms Covers all important advance video coding techniques, scalable and
multiple description coding, distributed video coding and non-normative tools Discusses visual media
networking with various wireless channel models QoS methods by way of link adaptation techniques are
detailed with examples Presents a visual media content adaptation platform, which is both context aware and
digital rights management enabled Contains contributions from highly respected academic and industrial
organizations Visual Media Coding and Transmission will benefit researchers and engineers in the wireless
communications and signal processing fields. It will also be of interest to graduate and PhD students on media
processing, coding and communications courses.

Image and Graphics
There has been an explosive growth in multimedia computing, communication and applications. This title
summarizes recent research topics, focusing on intelligent content-based information retrieval and virtual
world, quality-of-services of multimedia data and intelligent agents.
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Artificial Intelligence and Computational Intelligence
Riding on the success of 3D cinema blockbusters and advances in stereoscopic display technology, 3D video
applications have gathered momentum in recent years. 3D-TV System with Depth-Image-Based Rendering:
Architectures, Techniques and Challenges surveys depth-image-based 3D-TV systems, which are expected to
be put into applications in the near future. Depth-image-based rendering (DIBR) significantly enhances the 3D
visual experience compared to stereoscopic systems currently in use. DIBR techniques make it possible to
generate additional viewpoints using 3D warping techniques to adjust the perceived depth of stereoscopic
videos and provide for auto-stereoscopic displays that do not require glasses for viewing the 3D image. The
material includes a technical review and literature survey of components and complete systems, solutions for
technical issues, and implementation of prototypes. The book is organized into four sections: System
Overview, Content Generation, Data Compression and Transmission, and 3D Visualization and Quality
Assessment. This book will benefit researchers, developers, engineers, and innovators, as well as advanced
undergraduate and graduate students working in relevant areas.

Visual Media Coding and Transmission
This book contains extended versions of selected papers from the 3rd edition of the International Symposium
CompIMAGE. These contributions include cover methods of signal and image processing and analysis to tackle
problems found in medicine, material science, surveillance, biometric, robotics, defence, satellite data, traffic
analysis and architecture, image segmentation, 2D and 3D reconstruction, data acquisition, interpolation and
registration, data visualization, motion and deformation analysis and 3D vision.

Pattern Recognition, Machine Intelligence and Biometrics
Driven by consumer-market applications that enjoy steadily increasing economic importance, graphics
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hardware and rendering algorithms are a central focus of computer graphics research. Video-based rendering
is an approach that aims to overcome the current bottleneck in the time-consuming modeling process and has
applications in areas such as comput

Academic Press Library in Signal Processing
Focusing exclusively on Image-Based Rendering (IBR) this book examines the theory, practice, and
applications associated with image-based rendering and modeling. Topics covered vary from IBR basic
concepts and representations on the theory side to signal processing and data compression on the practical
side. One of the only titles devoted exclusively to IBR this book is intended for researchers, professionals, and
general readers interested in the topics of computer graphics, computer vision, image process, and video
processing. With this book advanced-level students in EECS studying related disciplines will be able to
seriously expand their knowledge about image-based rendering.

3D-TV System with Depth-Image-Based Rendering
As multimedia applications have become part of contemporary daily life, numerous paradigm-shifting
technologies in multimedia processing have emerged over the last decade. Substantially updated with 21 new
chapters, Multimedia Image and Video Processing, Second Edition explores the most recent advances in
multimedia research and applications. This edition presents a comprehensive treatment of multimedia
information mining, security, systems, coding, search, hardware, and communications as well as multimodal
information fusion and interaction. Clearly divided into seven parts, the book begins with a section on
standards, fundamental methods, design issues, and typical architectures. It then focuses on the coding of
video and multimedia content before covering multimedia search, retrieval, and management. After examining
multimedia security, the book describes multimedia communications and networking and explains the
architecture design and implementation for multimedia image and video processing. It concludes with a
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section on multimedia systems and applications. Written by some of the most prominent experts in the field,
this updated edition provides readers with the latest research in multimedia processing and equips them with
advanced techniques for the design of multimedia systems.

3DTV Content Capture, Encoding and Transmission
The two volume set LNCS 8887 and 8888 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 10th International
Symposium on Visual Computing, ISVC 2014, held in Las Vegas, NV, USA. The 74 revised full papers and 55
poster papers presented together with 39 special track papers were carefully reviewed and selected from more
than 280 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections: Part I (LNCS 8887) comprises
computational bioimaging, computer graphics; motion, tracking, feature extraction and matching,
segmentation, visualization, mapping, modeling and surface reconstruction, unmanned autonomous systems,
medical imaging, tracking for human activity monitoring, intelligent transportation systems, visual perception
and robotic systems. Part II (LNCS 8888) comprises topics such as computational bioimaging , recognition,
computer vision, applications, face processing and recognition, virtual reality, and the poster sessions.

Time-of-Flight and Depth Imaging. Sensors, Algorithms and Applications
Handbook of Signal Processing Systems
Multimedia data are used more and more widely in human being's life, e.g., videoconferencing, visual
telephone, IPTV, etc. Nearly most of the applications need multimedia transmission techniques that send
multimedia data from one side to another side and keep the properties of efficiency, robustness and security.
Here, the efficiency denotes the time cost of transmission operations, the robustness denotes the ability to
survive transmission errors or noises, and the security denotes the protection of the transmitted media
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content. Recently, various intelligent or innovative techniques are invented, which bring vast performance
improvements to practical applications. For example, such content transmission techniques as p2p, sensor
network and ad hoc network are constructed, which adaptively use the peers’ properties to improve the
network’s resources. Multimedia adaptation techniques can adjust the multimedia data rate in order to
compliant with the network’s bandwidth. Scalable encryption techniques can generate the data stream that
can be correctly decrypted after bit rate conversion. Ubiquitous multimedia services make the user share any
kind of content anywhere. The book includes fourteen chapters highlighting current concepts, issues and
emerging technologies. Distinguished scholars from many prominent research institutions around the world
contribute to the book. The book covers various aspects, including not only some fundamental knowledge and
the latest key techniques, but also typical applications and open issues. For example, the covered topics
include the present and future video coding standards, stereo and multiview coding techniques, free-viewpoint
TV techniques, wireless broadcasting techniques, media streaming techniques, wireless media transmission
techniques and systems, and User-Generated Content sharing.

Image-based rendering of range data with depth uncertainty
This book provides a comprehensive review of all aspects relating to visual quality assessment for stereoscopic
images, including statistical mathematics, stereo vision and deep learning. It covers the fundamentals of
stereoscopic image quality assessment (SIQA), the relevant engineering problems and research significance,
and also offers an overview of the significant advances in visual quality assessment for stereoscopic images,
discussing and analyzing the current state-of-the-art in SIQA algorithms, the latest challenges and research
directions as well as novel models and paradigms. In addition, a large number of vivid figures and formulas
help readers gain a deeper understanding of the foundation and new applications of objective stereoscopic
image quality assessment technologies. Reviewing the latest advances, challenges and trends in stereoscopic
image quality assessment, this book is a valuable resource for researchers, engineers and graduate students
working in related fields, including imaging, displaying and image processing, especially those interested in
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SIQA research.

Digital-Forensics and Watermarking
Now available in a three-volume set, this updated and expanded edition of the bestselling The Digital Signal
Processing Handbook continues to provide the engineering community with authoritative coverage of the
fundamental and specialized aspects of information-bearing signals in digital form. Encompassing essential
background material, technical details, standards, and software, the second edition reflects cutting-edge
information on signal processing algorithms and protocols related to speech, audio, multimedia, and video
processing technology associated with standards ranging from WiMax to MP3 audio, low-power/highperformance DSPs, color image processing, and chips on video. Drawing on the experience of leading
engineers, researchers, and scholars, the three-volume set contains 29 new chapters that address multimedia
and Internet technologies, tomography, radar systems, architecture, standards, and future applications in
speech, acoustics, video, radar, and telecommunications. This volume, Wireless, Networking, Radar, Sensor
Array Processing, and Nonlinear Signal Processing, provides complete coverage of the foundations of signal
processing related to wireless, radar, space–time coding, and mobile communications, together with
associated applications to networking, storage, and communications.

Three-Dimensional Imaging, Visualization, and Display
Here is an up-to-date examination of recent developments in 3D imaging, as well as coverage of the prospects
and challenges facing 3D moving picture systems and devices, including binocular, multi-view, holographic,
and image reproduction techniques.

Proceedings of 3rd International Conference on Computer Vision and Image Processing
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The 2010 Pacific-Rim Conference on Multimedia (PCM 2010) was held in Shanghai at Fudan University, during
September 21–24, 2010. Since its inauguration in 2000, PCM has been held in various places around the Pacific
Rim, namely Sydney (PCM 2000), Beijing (PCM 2001), Hsinchu (PCM 2002), Singapore (PCM 2003), Tokyo (PCM
2004), Jeju (PCM 2005), Zhejiang (PCM 2006), Hong Kong (PCM 2007), Tainan (PCM 2008), and Bangkok (PCM
2009). PCM is a major annual international conference organized as a forum for the dissemination of state-ofthe-art technological advances and research results in the fields of theoretical, experimental, and applied
multimedia analysis and processing. PCM 2010 featured a comprehensive technical program which included 75
oral and 56 poster presentations selected from 261 submissions from Australia, Canada, China, France,
Germany, Hong Kong, India, Iran, Italy, Japan, Korea, Myanmar, Norway, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, the UK,
and the USA. Three distinguished researchers, Prof. Zhi-Hua Zhou from Nanjing University, Dr. Yong Rui from
Microsoft, and Dr. Tie-Yan Liu from Microsoft Research Asia delivered three keynote talks to the conference.
We are very grateful to the many people who helped to make this conference a s- cess. We would like to
especially thank Hong Lu for local organization, Qi Zhang for handling the publication of the proceedings, and
Cheng Jin for looking after the c- ference website and publicity. We thank Fei Wu for organizing the special
session on large-scale multimedia search in the social network settings.

Video-Based Rendering
Advanced Technology in Teaching
This three-volume proceedings contains revised selected papers from the Second International Conference on
Artificial Intelligence and Computational Intelligence, AICI 2011, held in Taiyuan, China, in September 2011.
The total of 265 high-quality papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 1073 submissions.
The topics of Part II covered are: heuristic searching methods; immune computation; information security;
information theory; intelligent control; intelligent image processing; intelligent information fusion; intelligent
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information retrieval; intelligent signal processing; knowledge representation; and machine learning.

3DTV
Les médias 3D relief, leur capture, leur retransmission en relief, possiblement en direct, sont aujourd’hui
disponibles et portent l’évolution attendue pour la télévision et l’Internet. Ces technologies (« télévision 3D »,
« free viewpoint TV » ou « Vidéo 3D »), impactent toute la chaîne audiovisuelle : · les techniques d'acquisition
relief sont plus variées · les scènes sont représentées par des structures numériques plus ou moins
informatives : vidéos multi-vues sans/avec profondeur, modèles 3D · la reconstruction extrait lesdites
représentations des vidéos multi-vues, · leur compression facilite la diffusion des médias, · l'affichage
(auto-)stéréoscopique, avec/sans adaptation/enrichissement et/ou synthèse de vues intermédiaires, permet
l’expérience visuelle immersive ciblée. La vidéo 3D recouvre donc de multiples facettes. Visant à donner aux
étudiants une vision d’ensemble du sujet et aux chercheurs un texte de référence actuel aussi complet que
possible, cet ouvrage en présente les principaux développements relevant de domaines variés :
mathématiques appliquées, vision par ordinateur, informatique graphique, réalité virtuelle, psychophysique et
physiologie de la vision humaine

Advances in Image and Video Technology
A Complete Toolbox of Theories and Techniques The second edition of a bestseller, Handbook of Virtual
Environments: Design, Implementation, and Applications presents systematic and extensive coverage of the
primary areas of research and development within VE technology. It brings together a comprehensive set of
contributed articles that address the principles required to define system requirements and design, build,
evaluate, implement, and manage the effective use of VE applications. The contributors provide critical
insights and principles associated with their given areas of expertise to provide extensive scope and detail on
VE technology and its applications. What’s New in the Second Edition: Updated glossary of terms to promote
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common language throughout the community New chapters on olfactory perception, avatar control, motion
sickness, and display design, as well as a whole host of new application areas Updated information to reflect
the tremendous progress made over the last decade in applying VE technology to a growing number of
domains This second edition includes nine new, as well as forty-one updated chapters that reflect the progress
made in basic and applied research related to the creation, application, and evaluation of virtual environments.
Contributions from leading researchers and practitioners from multidisciplinary domains provide a wealth of
theoretical and practical information, resulting in a complete toolbox of theories and techniques that you can
rely on to develop more captivating and effective virtual worlds. The handbook supplies a valuable resource for
advancing VE applications as you take them from the laboratory to the real-world lives of people everywhere.

Vidéo 3D : Capture, traitement et diffusion
Cameras for 3D depth imaging, using either time-of-flight (ToF) or structured light sensors, have received a lot
of attention recently and have been improved considerably over the last few years. The present techniques
make full-range 3D data available at video frame rates, and thus pave the way for a much broader application
of 3D vision systems. A series of workshops have closely followed the developments within ToF imaging over
the years. Today, depth imaging workshops can be found at every major computer vision conference. The
papers presented in this volume stem from a seminar on Time-of-Flight Imaging held at Schloss Dagstuhl in
October 2012. They cover all aspects of ToF depth imaging, from sensors and basic foundations, to algorithms
for low level processing, to important applications that exploit depth imaging. In addition, this book contains
the proceedings of a workshop on Imaging New Modalities, which was held at the German Conference on
Pattern Recognition in Saarbrücken, Germany, in September 2013. A state-of-the-art report on the Kinect
sensor and its applications is followed by two reports on local and global ToF motion compensation and a novel
depth capture system using a plenoptic multi-lens multi-focus camera sensor.

Image and Graphics
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2012 International Conference on Teaching and Computational Science (ICTCS 2012) is held on April 1-2, 2012,
Macao. This volume contains 120 selected papers presented at 2012 International Conference on Teaching and
Computational Science (ICTCS 2012), which is to bring together researchers working in many different areas of
teaching and computational Science to foster international collaborations and exchange of new ideas. This
volume book can be divided into two sections on the basis of the classification of manuscripts considered. The
first section deals with teaching. The second section of this volume consists of computational Science. We
hope that all the papers here published can benefit you in the related researching fields.

Advances on Digital Television and Wireless Multimedia Communications
This three-volume set LNCS 10666, 10667, and 10668 constitutes the refereed conference proceedings of the
9th International Conference on Image and Graphics, ICIG 2017, held in Shanghai, China, in September 2017.
The 172 full papers were selected from 370 submissions and focus on advances of theory, techniques and
algorithms as well as innovative technologies of image, video and graphics processing and fostering
innovation, entrepreneurship, and networking.

Advances in Depth Images Analysis and Applications
Academic Press Library in Signal Processing, Volume 6: Image and Video Processing and Analysis and
Computer Vision is aimed at university researchers, post graduate students and R&D engineers in the industry,
providing a tutorial-based, comprehensive review of key topics and technologies of research in both image and
video processing and analysis and computer vision. The book provides an invaluable starting point to the area
through the insight and understanding that it provides. With this reference, readers will quickly grasp an
unfamiliar area of research, understand the underlying principles of a topic, learn how a topic relates to other
areas, and learn of research issues yet to be resolved. Presents a quick tutorial of reviews of important and
emerging topics of research Explores core principles, technologies, algorithms and applications Edited and
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contributed by international leading figures in the field Includes comprehensive references to journal articles
and other literature upon which to build further, more detailed knowledge

Image-Based Rendering
The two-volume set LNCS 9516 and LNCS 9517 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 22nd International
Conference on Multimedia Modeling, MMM 2016, held in Miami, FL, USA, in January 2016. The 32 revised full
papers and 52 poster papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 117 submissions. In
addition 20 papers were accepted for five special sessions out of 38 submissions as well as 7 demonstrations
(from 11 submissions) and 9 video showcase papers. The papers are organized in topical sections on video
content analysis, social media analysis, object recognition and system, multimedia retrieval and ranking,
multimedia representation, machine learning in multimedia, and interaction and mobile. The special sessions
are: good practices in multimedia modeling; semantics discovery from multimedia big data; perception,
aesthetics, and emotion in multimedia quality modeling; multimodal learning and computing for human
activity understanding; and perspectives on multimedia analytics.

Advances in Multimedia Information Processing -- PCM 2010, Part II
Updated to include the most current techniques of computer animation, along with the theory and high-level
computation that makes this book the best technically oriented animation resource.

Computational Modeling of Objects Presented in Images
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th International Forum on Digital TV and Wireless
Multimedia Communication, IFTC 2012, Shanghai, China, November. The 69 revised full papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on
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image processing and pattern recognition; image and video analysis; image quality assessment; text image
and speech processing; content retrieval and security; source coding; multimedia communication; new
advances in broadband multimedia; human computer interface; 3D video.

Advanced Video Communications over Wireless Networks
This book constitutes the refereed conference proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Image and
Graphics, ICIG 2015 held in Tianjin, China, in August 2015. The 164 revised full papers and 6 special issue
papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 339 submissions. The papers focus on various advances of
theory, techniques and algorithms in the fields of images and graphics.

3D Future Internet Media
The three-volume set, consisting of LNCS 10116, 10117, and 10118, contains carefully reviewed and selected
papers presented at 17 workshops held in conjunction with the 13th Asian Conference on Computer Vision,
ACCV 2016, in Taipei, Taiwan in November 2016. The 134 full papers presented were selected from 223
submissions. LNCS 10116 contains the papers selected

Multimedia Image and Video Processing
Last few years have seen rapid acceptance of high-definition television (HDTV) technology around the world.
This technology has been hugely successful in delivering more realistic television experience at home and
accurate imaging for professional applications. Adoption of high definition continues to grow as consumers
demand enhanced features and greater quality of content. Following this trend, natural evolution of
visualisation technologies will be in the direction of fully realistic visual experience and highly precise imaging.
However, using the content of even higher resolution and quality is not straightforward as such videos require
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significantly higher access bandwidth and more processing power. Therefore, methods for radical reduction of
video bandwidth are crucial for realisation of high visual quality. Moreover, it is desirable to look into other
ways of accessing visual content, solution to which lies in innovative schemes for content delivery and
consumption. This book presents selected chapters covering technologies that will enable greater flexibility in
video content representation and allow users to access content from any device and to interact with it.

Academic Press Library in Signal Processing, Volume 6
A novel and timely primer to the 3DTV system chain from capture to display This book examines all aspects of
the 3DTV chain, from capture to display. It helps the reader learn about the key issues for 3DTV technology. It
also provides with a systems level appreciation of 3DTV systems, and an understanding of the fundamental
principles behind each part of the chain. At the end of each chapter, the author provides resources where
readers can learn more about the technology covered (e.g. more focused text books, key journal papers, and
key standards contributions). Provides a fundamental and systematic introduction and description of 3DTV key
techniques, which build up the whole 3DTV system from capture to consumer viewing at the home. Addresses
the quick moving field of 3D displays which is attracting increasing interest from industry and academia.
Concepts in the book will be illustrated using diagrams and example images of processed 3D content. The 3D
content will be presented as 2D images in the book. Authors to host website providing pointers to more
information on the web, freely available tools which would enable readers to experiment with coding video,
simulate its transmission over networks, play it back in 3D, and measure the quality and links to important
news and developments in the field.

Handbook of Virtual Environments
Excellent textbook of multimedia signal processing also dealing with the optimization of multimedia
communication systems. It covers the theoretical background of one- and multidimensional signal processing,
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statistical analysis and modelling, coding and information theory as well as estimation and classification
theory.

MultiMedia Modeling
Wireless video communications encompass a broad range of issues and opportunities that serve as the
catalyst for technical innovations. To disseminate the most recent advances in this challenging yet exciting
field, Advanced Video Communications over Wireless Networks provides an in-depth look at the fundamentals,
recent technical achievements, challenges, and emerging trends in mobile and wireless video communications.
The editors have carefully selected a panel of researchers with expertise in diverse aspects of wireless video
communication to cover a wide spectrum of topics, including the underlying theoretical fundamentals
associated with wireless video communications, the transmission schemes tailored to mobile and wireless
networks, quality metrics, the architectures of practical systems, as well as some novel directions. They
address future directions, including Quality-of-Experience in wireless video communications, video
communications over future networks, and 3D video communications. The book presents a collection of
tutorials, surveys, and original contributions, providing an up-to-date, accessible reference for further
development of research and applications in mobile and wireless video communication systems. The range of
coverage and depth of expertise make this book the go-to resource for facing current and future challenges in
this field.

Advances in Visual Computing
Going beyond the technological building blocks of 3DTV, 3D Television (3DTV) Technology, Systems, and
Deployment: Rolling Out the Infrastructure for Next-Generation Entertainment offers an early view of the
deployment and rollout strategies of this emerging technology. It covers cutting-edge advances, theories, and
techniques in end-to-end 3DTV systems to provide a system-level view of the topic and what it takes to make
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this concept a commercial reality. The book reflects the full-range of questions being posed about postproduction 3D mastering, delivery options, and home screens. It reviews fundamental visual concepts
supporting stereographic perception of 3DTV and considers the various stages of a 3DTV system including
capture, representation, coding, transmission, and display. Presents new advances in 3DTV and display
techniques Includes a 24-page color insert Identifies standardization activities critical to broad deployment
Examines a different stage of an end-to-end 3DTV system in each chapter Considers the technical details
related to 3DTV—including compression and transmission technologies Discussing theory and application, the
text covers both stereoscopic and autostereoscopic techniques—the latter eliminating the need for special
glasses and allowing for viewer movement. It also examines emerging holographic approaches, which have the
potential to provide the truest three-dimensional images. The book contains the results of a survey of a
number of advocacy groups to provide a clear picture of the current state of the industry, research trends,
future directions, and underlying topics.

Stereoscopic Image Quality Assessment
"Pattern Recognition, Machine Intelligence and Biometrics" covers the most recent developments in Pattern
Recognition and its applications, using artificial intelligence technologies within an increasingly critical field. It
covers topics such as: image analysis and fingerprint recognition; facial expressions and emotions; handwriting
and signatures; iris recognition; hand-palm gestures; and multimodal based research. The applications span
many fields, from engineering, scientific studies and experiments, to biomedical and diagnostic applications, to
personal identification and homeland security. In addition, computer modeling and simulations of human
behaviors are addressed in this collection of 31 chapters by top-ranked professionals from all over the world in
the field of PR/AI/Biometrics. The book is intended for researchers and graduate students in Computer and
Information Science, and in Communication and Control Engineering. Dr. Patrick S. P. Wang is a Professor
Emeritus at the College of Computer and Information Science, Northeastern University, USA, Zijiang Chair of
ECNU, Shanghai, and NSC Visiting Chair Professor of NTUST, Taipei.
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Intelligent Multimedia Communication: Techniques and Applications
The two-volume proceedings LNCS 7087 + LNCS 7088 constitute the proceedings of the 5th Pacific Rim
Symposium on Image and Video Technology, PSIVT 2011, held in Gwangju, Korea, in November 2011. The total
of 71 revised papers was carefully reviewed and selected from 168 submissions. The topics covered are:
image/video coding and transmission; image/video processing and analysis; imaging and graphics hardware
and visualization; image/video retrieval and scene understanding; biomedical image processing and analysis;
biometrics and image forensics; and computer vision applications.

High-Quality Visual Experience
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International Workshop on Depth Image Analysis, held in
conjunction with ICPR 2012 in Japan in November 2012. The 16 revised full papers presented at the workshop
were carefully reviewed and selected from 27 submissions and are complemented with 3 invited papers that
were also peer-reviewed. The papers are organized in topical sections on acquisition and modeling of depth
data, processing and analysis of depth data, applications, and ICPR contest.

Computer Animation
This fourth volume, edited and authored by world leading experts, gives a review of the principles, methods
and techniques of important and emerging research topics and technologies in Image, Video Processing and
Analysis, Hardware, Audio, Acoustic and Speech Processing. With this reference source you will: Quickly grasp
a new area of research Understand the underlying principles of a topic and its application Ascertain how a
topic relates to other areas and learn of the research issues yet to be resolved Quick tutorial reviews of
important and emerging topics of research in Image, Video Processing and Analysis, Hardware, Audio, Acoustic
and Speech Processing Presents core principles and shows their application Reference content on core
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principles, technologies, algorithms and applications Comprehensive references to journal articles and other
literature on which to build further, more specific and detailed knowledge Edited by leading people in the field
who, through their reputation, have been able to commission experts to write on a particular topic

Multimedia Communication Technology
Handbook of Signal Processing Systems is organized in three parts. The first part motivates representative
applications that drive and apply state-of-the art methods for design and implementation of signal processing
systems; the second part discusses architectures for implementing these applications; the third part focuses
on compilers and simulation tools, describes models of computation and their associated design tools and
methodologies. This handbook is an essential tool for professionals in many fields and researchers of all levels.
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